Crime Figures February 01/02/2022-28/02/2022.
07/02/2022- RTC Damage Only
Caller reporting a single vehicle has gone through a hedge on Croft Road. Details have been passed
to Call Handler for the relevant checks to be completed. Officers attended the scene in order to
assist driver/ traffic control.

14/02/2022- RTC Damage Only
Caller reporting, they have witnessed an RTC between two vehicles at Tees View. All persons
involved seem to be unharmed and details passed to Call Handlers for relevant checks to be done.
No obstructions to the road and no further calls regarding the incident. No Police attendance
required.

15/02/2022- ASB Nuisance
Caller reporting, they have been driving a bus along Neasham Road past Dinsdale Golf Club, when a
school child has thrown a highlighter to the front of the bus. This has not caused any damage to the
vehicle; driver has been advised to let the school know of the incident/ pupils involved.

18/02/2022- Task Incident
Caller reporting that ‘joy-riders’ are hiding in the bushes in the field on the Glen Estate, they have
currently got all lights turned off. Police Helicopter aware and able to track vehicle, details passed to
Officers on the ground. Vehicle details obtained and relevant checks done.

19/02/2022- Suspicious/ Insecure
Caller is reporting a suspected ‘drug driver’ on Croft Road. Details passed to Call Handler and
relevant checks completed. Observations have been passed to all Darlington Officers and details of
the vehicle have been sent to North Yorkshire Police as the vehicle has gone out of the Durham area.

19/02/2022- Animals/ Wildlife
Caller reporting that he has seen a male with ten dogs going along the bridle path next to the Fox
and Hound Pub. Caller has seen male through his binoculars but has not been able to provide any
further information regarding the male/ type of dogs seen. Officers attended and managed to do an
area search before being diverted, no trace of the male.
NPT aware of an individual with a large number of dogs, who resides in the area. Not linked to
poaching.

19/02/2022- Public Order
Caller reporting there is a male walking around the village talking to himself. He has been talking
about the ‘Russian Mafia’ whilst carrying a traffic cone and appears to be drunk. Officers have
attended the area and spoken to the male. Resulted in the male being detained and crime
submitted.

20/02/2022- Vehicle Criminal Damage
Caller is reporting damage to their vehicle in Blackthorn Drive. Male suspect has been caught on
CCTV and is believed to be the male causing issues within the village on the above log. Incident has
been crimed and is currently under investigation.

21/02/2022- Burglary Business/ Community
Caller is the site manager for the new building site on Roundhill Road, they are reporting the cabins
have been broken into and various items have been stolen. A diary appointment has been given to
the caller in order to obtain more details, resulting in the incident being crimed.

23/02/2022- Vehicle Criminal Damage
Caller reporting their vehicle has been damaged on the 20th of February, on Blackthorn drive. This is
thought to be linked to the above incident with the same suspect. The incident has been crimed and
is under investigation.

24/02/2022- Vehicle Criminal Damage
Caller reporting their vehicle has been damaged on Linden Drive. The incident has been crimed and
is under investigation.

